ACCUPLACER

How Does ACCUPLACER Work?

- ACCUPLACER is a series of questions that efficiently assess reading, writing, and math skills that all new incoming students must take.

- ACCUPLACER tests are untimed; however, it should be taken very seriously. Take your time. Come prepared, and well rested.

- The results of your assessment test scores are used by counselors to determine placement in courses requiring reading, writing or mathematics prerequisite skill level.

- The placement exam can only be taken ONCE every 3 years!

How to Prepare for ACCUPLACER

ACCUPLACER testing tips and sample questions:
http://www.sdcity.edu/assessment

The Official ACCUPLACER iPhone App
http://accuplacer.collegeboard.org/students

How does my placement affect my time in college?

College Level

English for Speakers of Other Languages

- ESOL 19
  Transitional English Assessment L19

- ESOL 20
  Writing Assessment L20

- ESOL 21
  Reading Assessment L20

- ESOL 22
  Listening/Speaking Assessment L20

- ESOL 30
  Writing Assessment L30

- ESOL 31
  Reading Assessment L30

- ESOL 32
  Listening/Speaking Assessment L30

- ESOL 40
  Reading/Writing Assessment L40

Complete all 3 courses below

English 101/English 105
Reading Level 5/Writing Level 5

Math Level 50
Transfer Level

- Math 34A
  Basic Math
  Math Level 10

- Math 38
  Pre-Algebra
  Math Level 20

- Math 46
  Elementary Algebra
  Math Level 30

- Math 84, 85 or 98
  (Associate degree only)
  Math Level 40

- Math 96
  Intermediate Math
  (Transfer Track)
  Math Level 40

- Math 97
  Advanced Math
  Math Level 50

Complete all 3 courses below